CIAM was represented at:

- 2 ASC’s Presidents WG meetings
  - June 2016 - Heraklion
  - September 2016 - Bali

- FAI CASI Meeting
  - September 2016 – Bali

- FAI General Conference
  - September 2016 - Bali
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Main Decisions on those meetings

• FAI Common Strategy for Drones
• Air Games concept implementation
• CASI
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CIAM in addition was represented at:

• Asia Drones Conference
• FAI Meetings with EASA about UAS
• JARUS Plenary Meeting
• FAI IT Workshop
• FAI Drones WG Workshop
CIAM Bureau Main Activities

• Increasing number of CAT-2 events
• Contacts with Asian countries
• Visit in USA
• FPV Racing Rules + World Cup Events